
 DRAFT 
 A Shared (Yield) Roadway 
 An alternative for the proposed Chandler 

 Mill Trail, and other low volume roads 

 What is it? 
 Drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists share a narrow roadway without a center line.  This 
 design is recognized by the FHWA (2016) as an appropriate option for minor rural roads 
 like Chandler Mill Road (CMR) with low volumes (e.g., <2000 vehicles/day) of traffic 
 traveling at low speeds (e.g., 85%ile <30mph). Using these standards, CMR’s 85%ile speed 
 of 31 miles/hour in a pilot one-way yield roadway section suggests excellent potential, 
 while its extraordinarily low volume of traffic (e.g., 200 vehicles per day) is optimal.  More 
 importantly, this low volume significantly decreases the risk of uncomfortable or 
 dangerous incidents. The additional edge lane markings (an appropriate option according 
 to AASHTO) encourages drivers to travel in the center of the road when no other vehicles 
 are present. 

 How does it work? 

 ●  Remove center line, add two dashed 4.5’ edge lanes to 
 create a 9’ wide suggested center travel lane for cars 

 ●  Drivers stay in the middle of the road but can pull into edge lane as needed EXCEPT 
 that they must yield to any cyclists or pedestrians in the lane 

 ●  Cyclists can pull into center lane to pass pedestrians when cars are absent 
 ●  Drivers pull into the opposite edge lane when approaching another car OR to give 

 extra room to a cyclist or pedestrian in the edge lane 
 ●  Like an Edge Lane Road EXCEPT that the edge lane identified as shared with - not 

 designated for - cyclists. Eliminates requirements to assure passing sight distance 
 and to submit a Request to Experiment 

 Other Challenges  Potential Responses 

 Sections with limited sight distance 
 (<305 feet for two cars traveling at 

 30mph) 

 Strategically place traffic calming measures OR 
 shave bushes/embankments OR bypass using 
 a short 10’ wide off-road shared-use section 

 Superelevated curves with 
 cross-slopes incompatible with ADA? 

 Re-evaluate if super-elevation is needed. 
 Consider changing shoulder 



 DRAFT 
 Why not consider piloting a yield roadway? 

 ●  Meets  all  federal standards 
 ●  Is a  fraction of the cost 
 ●  Virtually  no impact on the 

 environment 
 ●  No impact on pedestrian 

 safety 
 ●  Proven  effective in reducing 

 accidents 

 ●  Will make the road  safer for 
 cyclists and drivers 

 ●  May require little or  no seizure of 
 private land 

 ●  Will  reduce wear  on the roadway 
 ●  Can be quickly and  easily piloted 

 without impacting the construction 
 schedule if unsuccessful 

 How to pilot this? 

 ●  Easy to start  : remove center line, paint edge lanes, place temporary signs, educate 
 the public, track traffic speed, and survey users 

 ●  Data-based:  Assess impact on speeding, and on comfort of pedestrians/cyclists 
 ●  Tremendous  potential savings  in construction costs & environmental impact 

 Phase  Location  % saved 

 1  Two proposed 300’ sections (one way yield road).  Consider 
 adding“TLC driveway” from Round Hill Road to the bridge. 

 8-20% 

 2  Entire southern half of the road (3000’ north of the bridge)  35-43% 

 3  Add traffic calming to create yield roadway for the entire route 
 except most challenging 800’ section with limited sight distance. 

 60-75% 

 4  Traffic calming eliminates all limited sight distance sections.  80-90% 

 And if this is successful? 
 For  less money  than the currently proposed 
 Chandler Mill Trail, and with virtually  no 
 environmental impact,  we can quickly build 

 ●  10+ miles of low stress bike routes  on 
 existing roads and new Yield Roadways, the 
 beginnings of a 14 mile Kennett Bikeway, and 

 ●  3-5 miles of  universally accessible 
 pedestrian paths  (like this one) in our parks and 
 preserves. Unlike the proposed path along CMR, these 
 truly  immerse you in nature  , 

 Learn more at www.kennettoutdoors.org 


